
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, August 12, 2008

REGULAR MEETING

Minutes

TIME & PLACE:     The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico
met in Regular Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Tuesday, August 12, 2008 at 6: 00 P. M.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Pro- tem Stagner who
OFFICER:       presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE:      Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro- tem
Hon. Steve Green, Commissioner

Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie Torres, Commissioner

Absent was:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery, Mayor

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Jay Rubin, City Attorney
Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM:      There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with the
business at hand.

CEREMONY:  Mayor Pro- tem Stagner called for fifteen seconds of Silent

Meditation.

Commissioner Renfro called for the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF Mayor Pro-tem Stagner called for approval of the Agenda.

AGENDA:

He indicated they need to remove item VIII (D) Mayors Climate
Protection Agreement, and stated that she would like to be her to

present that at our next meeting.

Commissioner Torres moved approval of the Agenda with the

removal of item VIII (D)."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESPONSE TO City Manager Aguilera stated that Mr. Boland asked for the name
PUBLIC of the software company that operates our finance and utility
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COMMENT:   software, and indicated it is ADG.

City Manager Aguilera stated that Mr.  Rusch had previously
brought up the issue on golf carts, and at our last meeting he
requested an update.  He stated he has provided a sample ordinance

for review, and that it is not on the agenda... so the idea being that
perhaps the public might want to pick up a copy and review it an
have it on the agenda for discussion at the next meeting.  And any
comments that they might want to make to his office they can bring
in their comments.

He explained that this ordinance says it will allow golf carts under

certain circumstances... and the first issue is... do they want to
allow golf carts, and apparently the Commission wanted to have the
issue investigated as to the possibility, and that they compiled this
ordinance based on State Law, and some information of what the

City of Santa Fe did which is the only other City in New Mexico
that they found that had golf carts on streets, and other cities around
the nation that allowed golf carts on streets,  and some of the

regulations that they required.

COMMENTS Gerald Boland came before the Commission and thanked City
FROM THE Manager Aguilera on the issue of the golf carts.

PUBLIC:

He stated he was asking about the $ 600,000 figure to find software

that would make it for payments that could be equally paid for
people who have hard time paying at different times of the year to
equal out the payments like PNM does.

He stated his comments tonight... this is about the prudent

person... Mr. Rubin would understand that a lot of things that are

based on how what a prudent person would do and how they would
respond,  and I want to act as a prudent person,  and hired a

servant... and this is on the hospital land, the Motor Plex and other

things.

Mr. Boland stated... let' s say I have a servant who basically... and I

asked him to go get some land, and he went out, and not only
wanted to pay to buy the land, but he wanted to have the highest
retail amount that he' d pay so he wouldn' t basically buy as it was
zoned,  and I wouldn' t referent domain because I think that' s

robbery, but they wouldn' t even want to pay for it until they got
Commission results so they could pay the highest amount... so

that' s what my servant did,   and then I was a Land

Commissioner... let' s say you have 8, 200 acres in (?)...well I' ll get

to that... so here you have the Land Commissioner... I understand

that this Motor Plex 8, 200 acres... most of the acreage out there

only went for about $ 100.00 an acre... so here I have a servant who

has me pay equivalent of 15 acres in town for what might be 8, 000
acres out by the Airport and that' s my servants doing that, and so
he pays for something... he sells something for the lowest rate and
then he gets the City to annex and zone it, and with a stroke of a
pen will bring it back up to where it may be a thousand times fold
increase in value just by the stroke of a pen because of the
zoning... this is what my servant does, so if I have a servant that
actually makes me pay more, and really thinks about buying low
and selling high... but I have a servant that actually buys the highest
and sells the lowest, and figures the way for somebody to take a
bow and make $ 1, 000 on it... I wonder how long I should have that
servant, and I was hoping that Mayor Montgomery would be here
tonight because as a Mayor she is also a Civil Magistrate, and I was

going to demand that with the probable cause that I have just given
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you... which would have been her is that... I would actually the City
as a Civil Magistrate... I want to have a court declaration that these

contracts should be voided for the reasons I' ve given because no

prudent person would ever conduct business that way, and thanked
them.

Ms. Aerial Dougherty came before the Commission... read from the

following document.  ( Complete copy attached hereto and made a
part hereof.)

She stated there would be a meeting on Thursday August 14, 2008
at 5: 00 P. M., at the Senior Recreation Center on Foch Street and is

being sponsored by the Coalition for Responsible Architecture and
Planning, and stated earlier at 4: 00 P. M., they can come and view

various papers and documents that they have collected about the
City' s process around the Motor Plex Project, and that Mr. Sam
Senn will make a short presentation and answer questions, and she

and Ms. Peron will make a presentation about some community
development ideas with some vision about sustainability which
leads into a group discussion about visions they have about
developing a more on-going viable community development plan
for Truth or Consequences.

Ms. Sophia Perron came before the Commission and would like to

speak to the public about their public meeting on Thursday
afternoon from 4- 6 P. M., for members of the public to look over

City planning documents and documentation and have a discussion
about what goes on in City planning.  And she agrees with speakers
that spoke previously.

She stated she would like to say something about music and culture
which is what I usually like to do and concern herself with.  And

stated over the last 5 years they were privileged to have Ms. Chris
Callaway as a part-time resident of our community, and that she did
several fund- raisers and beautiful shows, and 3 live performances

here in town, and indicated that she passed away from cancer this
week, and will be honored in Santa Fe September 7`

h, 
and that she

was honored by the Governor and the Mayor of Santa Fe just
before she passed.

Ms. Perron also announced that they will have a beautiful Jazz
Concert at the Senior Recreation Center August 24, 2008 featuring
Bobby Shew one of the greatest living jazz trumpet players, and
encouraged everyone to come at 2: 00 P. M.

Mr. Gerald Trumbull came before the Commission and stated he

was a business owner in downtown Truth or Consequences.   He

stated he found out earlier that the Mayor would not be here this

evening so his prepared remarks for this evening will be

changed... and that his original remarks will be given on Monday
the 18`" at the Public Hearing.

He would like to thank them for the opportunity to exercise his
right of freedom of speech... so his remarks this evening will be
quite brief, and this evening he would like to publicly acknowledge
and commend a much maligned yet courageous and brave young
woman... Deborah Toomey... Deborah Toomey thank you for your
un-raving (?) quest for truth and justice of atmosphere of secrecy
and vindictiveness... I stand ready to assist her however

possible... Thank You Deborah... and thanked the Commissioners.

Ms. Deborah Toomey came before the Commission and thanked
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Gerald Trumbull for those very kind remarks, and stated she is a
former business owner and a current resident of Truth or

Consequences, New Mexico.   She stated she is here tonight to

speak about the lies, lies, and more lies that she has been a witness

to since she has started coming to theses commissioner meetings
and dealing with the City of Truth or Consequences, and I must say
I' m appalled... I' m absolutely appalled at the way that the City is

run both by it' s employers... by its employees and by its governing
body.

She stated she came to a commissioners meeting in March and
heard Bob Rusch ask about golf carts... I then heard at the next

meeting incorrect information being given where City Manager
Aguilera stated that golf carts are not allowed on city streets by
State Law, and that it was a State Law, and it was nothing the City
could do about it... that was un- true.  And it took 7 more months

before the City did anything about that even though a letter had
been written asking for this information to be clarified.

Ms.  Toomey stated meanwhile her troubles began when on
February

20t"...

approximately February
201h

City Building
Inspector Chris Nobes came to inspect her building... in front of a

witness he told him he was there upon the request of her landlord to

inspect for un-permitted work and for illegally dwelling in a
commercial building, and she replied to Mr. Nobes in front of a
witness that she had no un-permitted work... she welcomed his

inspection to look at the un- safe conditions that her building was in,
and that she was legally residing in a commercial building... as she

had been there since December 2006 which made her grandfathered

for a law that was not passed until April of 2007.

She indicated that Mr. Nobes inspected her building... I heard a

couple of Oh no' s... well haven' t you spoke to your landlord about

this... knowing that I' ve spoken to him about it,  but it was in

writing... I myself however was elated... thinking  (sound made)

finally some code violations are going to be written... knows to my
chagrin and her horror to find out that no code violations were

written... she was however served with a criminal complaint stating
she was illegally dwelling in her commercial building... completely

and totally ignoring the laws of Truth or Consequences,  New

Mexico... that is called criminal... that is known as criminal

malicious prosecution.    The City of Truth or Consequences is
criminally prosecuting me maliciously for something that is not
against the law... so hum... all of a sudden this made me start

thinking what are the building codes of Truth or Consequences, so
she started looking and started reading and boy was I surprised, and
that is when I made my first public records request.

Ms. Toomey stated she requested based upon Section 4- 229 where
it specifically states that our building inspector is to semi- annually
inspect all commercial and public buildings for un-safe and
dangerous conditions,  so she asked for any of these public
inspections for just the last 5- years... guess how many had been
done none... not a one.   She stated she was however at that time

given a response citing New Mexico Statutory Authority which
Chris Nobes discussed... in the Herald article written by Kathleen
Sloan called code orange... what else she finds interesting on here
and remember I' m talking about lies, lies and more lies is that he
states that he responded to complaints by letter stating this... that

letter was actually written in May and it was in response to a public
records request... it had absolutely nothing to do with a

complaint... the complaints that were made by the business owners
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of Truth or Consequences New Mexico dated July 10, 2008 to
which none of them have gotten one response from... states the City
of T or C has failed in its duty to perform inspections and enforce
building codes... the City of T or C and its governing body has
allowed a lack of performance by its city employees to harm the
businesses and residents of T or C... so how have they been
harmed... well first off my business is dead my ceilings came
collapsing in on her... the allegations that she has made in a civil

law suit against her landlord have gone from allegations to

facts... these are conditions that were suppose to have been

inspected by the City of T or C that was inspected by the City of T
or C and the City of T or C has chosen to absolutely do nothing
about it and since July 10`

h

has still doing absolutely nothing about
it, so when she started looking at these public records requests... I

did something else I contacted the Construction Industries

Divisions and they would have started a criminal investigation...

Ms.  Becky Otero came before the Commission and stated she
accedes her time...

Commissioner Stagner — there is only allowed 3 minutes per
person...

Ms. Otero— to Deborah... I accede my time to Deborah Toomey.

Commissioner Stagner — you may speak but Ms.  Toomey may
not... each person is allowed 3 minutes and that' s it.

Ms. Toomey— we do that meeting after meeting...

Ms.  Otero  —  this is what they do at State Government in
Washington D. C.

Commissioner Stagner— well that' s the rule... if she wants to speak.

City Attorney Rubin — Mr. Stagner... you know actually technically
you' re correct however in the past they have allowed that to
happen, and I am going to be advocating to change some of our
rules and I will be bringing that to a meeting... but I think we

should probably let that happen.

Commissioner Stagner— you may speak be we' re not going to stay
here for 30 minutes and let you speak... that' s not a business

meeting.  I will allow you to speak for 3 more minutes.

Ms. Toomey — well I wouldn' t have so much to say if there won' t
so many lies to cover.  So she contacted the State, and on July

91h

the CID Investigator Jaime Guzman came down... because it wasn' t

just my building... I was seeing all kinds of shenanigans going on
with other buildings.  And indicated they have had some issue with
Dr.  Brock wanting to split a building that has always been
split... and yet across the street my same landlord is taking a non-
conforming building that is only 35' and dividing it into 17'... I

complained to the city building inspector about it and absolutely
nothing was done about it.   So they came on July 9`

h
and the

evening of July
91h

the rains came and my ceilings collapsed both
in the front and in the back and my electricity went out, and the
mold starting growing uncontrollably... my business was lost, so on
July 15` h the CID Investigator Jaime Guzman brought down a State
Building Inspector it was of opinion that my building needed to be
condemned and condemned immediately... it was unsafe... I should

of actually never have been in that building it had always been
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unsafe... it had never been brought up to code between its changes
of use... yes the building had more than one time been a restaurant,
pizza parlor, and some retail shops... it should have been brought

up to code in between the restaurant, and the retail shops, and it had
not been.

She stated unfortunately however the State Building Inspector and
the CID Investigator went to Chris Nobes and he refused to come
and inspect her building, so she went a little further, on July 31

S`
the

State Fire Marshal and 4 other State Inspectors came down and

inspected her building and several other buildings, and they are in
the process of preparing a report that will most likely condemn her
building, and most likely will condemn several other buildings.

Ms. Toomey stated this City Building Inspector is not doing his
job... his little thing in here about NM Statutory Authority is fine,
but what about our own code and ordinances... what about Section

4- 229 that specifically states that a semi-annual inspection is
suppose to be done for unsafe conditions.  And then as far as so

fine let' s just deal with just the state codes, how about a change of

use,  so hum... we go from a restaurant to a bank... change in

use... has it been brought up to code... don' t think so.  The building
across the street went from a restaurant to a retail store, and now is

going for professional offices, also every single one them a change
in classification... has it been brought up to current codes... no it has

not.    Also they have unsafe conditions going on because of
improper maintenance, and it states here in the State Code... unsafe

conditions are suppose to be fined and cause a report to be filed on

unsafe conditions... they' ve got mold... they' ve got mold growing
right down our sidewalks... go down to Broadway... that is actually
not from fire damage... that is mold damage, and this is harming
every single person who walks downtown... they keep wanting to
resurrect downtown... how can they do that when their entire
structure is molding, rotting, and falling apart.

She stated they have been talking about social security numbers for
the longest time... it was interesting to find out that proprietary
software means hackers can' t de- code it, unfortunately that is not
what the proprietary software means, and in here it says local
resident Deborah Toomey had requested copies of documents using
her social security number but was told it would cost

15, 000... Aguilera clarified that charges the fee required to re-

write the proprietary software allowing only one social security
number among many to be shown on the same document... I don' t

know what request for public documents you' ve been looking at
Mr. Aguilera, but that is never what I' ve requested, and that is not
what you' ve written back to me on.   I specifically requested an
audit log that does not show any social security numbers... 1 don' t

care about anybody else' s social security numbers... I don' t even

care about mine, and it states right here... lies, lies, lies...

Mr. Leroy Henderson spokesperson for the Cuchillo Community
Action Committee came before the Commission and would like to
share their citizens concerns.  He would like to thank everybody in
the County who have shown their support for their actions and a
letter in protecting our water and their way of life in Cuchillo.

He indicated they have had support from the County Commission,
and that they intend to send a letter to these folks about having
multiple hearings on this annexation and zoning for the racetrack
development.
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Mr. Henderson stated he is here to talk about the white elephant

dam also know as the Cuchillo Negro Flood Control Dam, and

would like to thank them for hearing their concerns about
mosquitoes, and that they have heard from Mr. Carter indicating
that they will have a crew out there with hand held sprayers.

He stated that would not be a problem if the dam were properly
maintained... now first off he has this document that came from the
US Army Corps of Engineers... its called Rio Grande Floodway
Truth or Consequences Unit New Mexico, and on the first page
under description... it states the project consists of a detention

reservoir on Cuchillo Negro Creek designed to retain 100 year
flood plus the 100 year accumulated sediment... now that doesn' t

mean wait a hundred years get rid of the sediment... it' s the amount

of sediment that comes down with the water, and the way this thing
is built it says down here... reservoir capacity, flood control 7, 500
acre feet, sediment 6, 000 acre feet for a total of 13, 500 acre feet,

and that reservoir has to hold in case of a one hundred year flood,

so with this report from the Interstate Streams Commission dated
10- 26- 06 Elaine Pacheco,  Dam Safety Bureau Chief.     And

according to this most of the problems that they saw in this are
about maintenance.

Mr. Henderson stated everyone of the deficiencies that they list
amount to maintenance, and part of that they are asking for is to
provide a survey of the area to be sure it will be able to maintain
13, 500 acre feet in there at the beginning of every flood season, and
not to just let that stuff accumulate and keep all the trash and debris
in there.  They have heard that the place has been maintained but
they just haven' t seen it, and that is why they are concerned that
this is not being done proper because it is suppose to allow water
out after 96 hours and according to the EIS dated 1987 by not
allowing that water out might be violating a treaty with Mexico,
and so they need to think about these things so they don' t get into a
big problem with the Federal Government over the dam not being
properly managed.

Mr. Joe Lingerfelt of Cuchillo came before the Commission and

would like to ask something now that they can be thinking about in
preparation of their August 18`" meeting, and knows basically that
everyone here is going to vote in favor of it, and no doubt in
anybody' s mind ... that' s a forgone conclusion.  And his question to

the Commission has anybody done a pro- forma of a financial
analysis of this business... of financing,  maintaining a second

city... and yet... I haven' t seen yet where anybody has said... yes

they are going to supply the city services that they need to supply
under a contract that' s already been signed.  Now in any business
they aren' t going to get anywhere if they don' t have a pro-
forma... you can' t go to a bank and get a loan without a pro- forma

statement, and yet I don' t think there has ever been one done on
this project... whose gonna pay for the fire,  police,  hospital,

schools... you are gonna need another school... you' re building a
second city the same size as Truth or Consequences, so all of these
services are gonna have to be bought... has anybody figured out
where the money is coming from?

Ms. Kim Audette came before the Commission and indicated her
historical buildings have been in her family for 3 generations.  She

stated the people that live here are going to pay the price for this
growth, and thinks the lack of readiness is what is creating our
limitations, and would like to convince the City to do the right
thing and that is to get ready for this growth.
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She indicated 10 years ago they were told they would be growing,
and that this is not new news, and that they need leadership to get
there, and would like to offer some simple suggestions, and if they
want to grow they need to put more water in the aquifer and
suggested that they bank the water.  And also stated if they want to
grow they need to make some temperature changes that are gonna
go on.

CONSENT Mayor Pro- tem Stagner stated they have several items under the
CALENDAR:  Consent Calendar — Minutes of the Budget Hearings of the City

Commission — May 15 & 16, 2008 & Regular Minutes of the City
Commission - July 22, 2008, - LDWI Reimbursement request —

July 2008 — Accounts Payable — July 2008 &, And Actuals for

Raymond Chavez to attend the NMLZO Meeting in Angel Fire,
September 17- 19, 2008.

Commissioner Torres moved approval of the Consent Calendar as

presented."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.

Commissioner Renfro would like to request that the tapes for the

budget hearings are retained... Mary, because I know there was a
lot of discussion that would have taken place that wasn' t contained

in the minutes, and therefore if there comes a time when something
needs to be addressed at least they will have the tapes.

Motion carried unanimously.

DRAFT Mayor Pro- tem Stagner stated the following are draft minutes for
MINUTES:      various boards provided to the Commission and are for information

only, and are non-action items.

BOARD City Manager Aguilera stated they have a letter from the Sierra
COMMITTEE County Arts Council requesting that Mr. Bob Gross be appointed to
REPORTS:      the Public Arts Board to replace Ms. Toomey who resigned some

time ago.

Commissioner Renfro moved the appointment of Mr. Bob Gross

to the Public Arts Board."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.

Commissioner Green read part of the letter so that the community
knows something about Mr.  Gross.    ( Complete copy attached
hereto and made a part hereof.)

City Manager Aguilera stated the Veterans Advisory Board is made
up of several of the Veterans Organizations, and they have a letter
from the American Legion, Post 44 to remove Mr. Bill Thrash and
appoint Mr. Vincent Barrett to the Veterans Board.

Commissioner Renfro moved the appointment of Mr.  Vince

Barrett to the Veterans Advisory Board."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

PUBLIC None.

HEARINGS:
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CONSIDER City Manager Aguilera stated they have talked about this issue for
ORDINANCE quite some time,  and in reviewing what it owed which is 1. 2

589:      million dollars, and that is the amount that would be re- financed,
and he asked the people with NMFA,   or he posed this

question... and if they continue to pay the same amount of money
and re- finance the loan how much more money could they get back
out of the loan, and the answer was at 10 year refinancing, and that
the original loan was for 20 years, and at 10 years refinancing they
could get out of it about $ 300,000, and at 20 year re- financing they
could get out of it about a million dollars, however the first thing
they need before they can apply for a loan is approval by this board
to submit an application in a form of this ordinance.

He stated the ordinance gives the authority to submit the

application, and gives the authority to enter into the loan agreement
at a later date, and explained that the application is due on August
26`"  which is our next meeting,  and that they have monthly
meetings, and the problem being is the new loan payment is due in
January for the existing loan, and if they want to re- finance before
that date they need to submit it for the board agenda for the
September meeting, and will need to submit the application by
8/ 26/ 08.

City Manager Aguilera stated he asked the City Clerk to publish the
ordinance already and that gives them 15 days to our next meeting,
and if they approve the application,  and explained this is only
approving the application not the loan,  and if the ordinance is
approved on 8/ 26/ 08 to submit the application.  He indicated there

is no action to be taken by the Commission at this point, and is for
their information only.

PREVENTION Ms. Nola Kent, DWI Coordinator came before the Commission and
CONTRACT      —   explained this contract and that it is for a part-time prevention

DWI PROGRAM:    person to work in the elementary schools, and hopefully an after
school program that they are starting for their youth which is called
Tops."

Commissioner Renfro moved approval of the Prevention Contract
for the DWI Program as submitted."

Seconded by Commissioners Green/ Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

SUPPORTING City Manager Aguilera stated this request was submitted by the
TRUANCY Mayor, and indicated the District Attorney' s Office has instituted a
EFFORTS:      program in Sierra County designated to combat truancy of which

our police department, sheriff' s department, and other agencies are
all on board on this issue.

He stated this program will eventually result in the prosecution of
the parents,   and recommendation is for approval,   and be

participants of the program.

Commissioner Renfro moved approval of Supporting the Truancy
Efforts by the DA' s Office."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

VOTING City Manager Aguilera stated because of the deadline for the voting
DELEGATE FOR delegate the Mayor signed the approval form that had to be
NMML:  submitted to the NM Municipal League by August 4, 2008, and is
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before them for ratification, and if the Commission does not agree

then he will not vote.

Commissioner Torres moved approval the voting delegate the City
Manager for the annual conference in Clovis, August 13- 15, 2008."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

REPORT FROM Municipal Court Judge Tom Hawkins came before the Commission

JUDGE and stated the court building condition is " terrible."  He indicated

HAWKINS:     they have ceilings falling in,  and explained the situation is

preventing them from getting security system, telephone system,
and the computer system to be installed.

He stated they have mold in the building,  and that one of the
employees resigned due to health related issues, and that during
court today he started experiencing throat problems.

Judge Hawkins stated the building is not ADA compliant, and also
indicated they had people who came in last week that were allergic
to mold, and stated they could not go in.  And they have a report
from Chris Nobes, Building Inspector who stated the place was
unacceptable for employment.    On June 23, 2008 the building
department head was advised to inform the court staff of removing
mold on the wall, and that the air conditioners were to be shut off,

doors sealed, and if possible have the staff out of there for their

protection, and indicated they were not notified about it, and stated
it is deplorable in there and that it stinks.

He stated they had the City Manager file a letter of reprimand on
Ms. Sanders into her personnel file, and that they spoke with the
Municipal League General Counsel, and he questioned why the
City has a personnel file... we are not part of the City... they are a
separate entity.  And stated they have their own personnel orders
and they follow those,  and was informed that the letter was

removed.

Judge Hawkins stated they have another employee who has
headaches from all of the stuff in there.

Commissioner Stagner asked if some of these issues have been

addressed.

City Manager Aguilera stated yes it has, and that they have leaks in
all the city buildings, and indicated they did address the leaks in the
court building, and stated there hasn' t been anymore leaks since the
repair.   Judge Hawkins stated " yes," there has been.   And City
Manager Aguilera stated they have not been notified, and that he
had just talked to the building superintendent.

Judge Hawkins stated this is old stuff with them, and they tell them

something and maybe they will come over... maybe they won' t.

City Manager Aguilera— well let me correct that because he knows

there is a personality problem between Ms. Sanders and Mr. Carter,
but Ms. Sanders requested that she be able to talk to the second in

command which is Jimmy Schraner, and he stated that was okay,
and so that shouldn' t be a problem.  He indicated Jimmy was in a
meeting with him 4 hours ago, and he said there were no more
leaks.
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Judge Hawkins— no there is.

City Manager Aguilera— so they need to be notified of that.

Judge Hawkins — they' ve repaired that roof... I' ve been there 18

years and every rainy season they are going over and repairing
it... so.

Commissioner Torres — all the buildings in town are leaking how
are they going to solve the problem, are they going to condemn all
the buildings and start over.

Commissioner Renfro— what about the fire department building?

Commissioner Torres and City Manager Aguilera both stated they
were offered the old police building.

Judge Hawkins — they said yes they can have that, but the only
thing they were going to do is put in carpeting and paint.

City Manager Aguilera— and I' m sorry Judge you' re not getting the
correct information through Ms. Sanders.

City Manager Aguilera — you can see what is there today it is not
just paint and carpeting.

Judge Hawkins — yea but that is for those people.  They were told
they had to go into the place the way it was, and the only thing that
would be done is painting and carpeting.

City Manager Aguilera— and that is not correct.

Judge Hawkins — we' ve got witnesses do they want him to bring
them in?  Well... do you?

City Manager Aguilera — well Mr. Carter and Mr. Schraner were

both part of that conversation, and the conversation was they are
going to fix that building... and they offered it to the Court, and the
Court said no.

Judge Hawkins — no... because like I said the only thing they said
they would do is put in carpet and paint... they asked them for
windows, and they said no they can' t do that... they don' t have the
money.

City Manager Aguilera stated on the ADA issue... the building is
ADA accessible... the bathroom is ADA accessible, and they put
that ramp in last year, and as far as not notifying the court of the
mold removal that they did in the building next door the court was
not is session everybody was gone to a conference that week.

Commissioner Torres stated he knows they have a problem... what

are they going to do about it... I mean what can they do about it.

Commissioner Stagner  —  I agree... they need to figure out

something.

City Manager Aguilera— they need a new city hall because the city
hall is just as bad as the court.

Commissioner Renfro — well no, and I' m sorry cause I saw the
DVD on the court and I mean it is... it' s a disgrace.   Something
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needs to be done.

Ms. Sanders stated she approached the City with something that
might work,  and indicated that the money has already been
appropriated for the fixtures they discussed at budget hearings, and
stated they saw his power point,  and when the budget was

approved, and DFA sent the budget back and that there was a

certain amount of money that she saw in Norman' s budget that was
for the Municipal Court building.

She stated when these things started happening that caused one of
our employees to leave my proposal to Jaime was through Jimmy
of course was that it would not be possible to let them move ahead
with their work by using... picking up 2 or 3 bids that somebody
might be able to come in because she was told they were not

anywhere on the radar getting this work done this year, and I can
understand that if they are short staffed or the projects are so large
that they cannot... well you' re not gonna get back to my court any

time soon... they need to move people from that common wall
corner that everybody is ill working there, and why isn' t they can' t
bid out this work at least to get as much done as possible to pull
those girls out from that comer... why does it have to be Norman
Carter that does the work when Norman Carter gets ready.

City Manager Aguilera — let me address that if I may.  First of all

the mold issue is not a real issue.

Judge Hawkins — you' ve got to be kidding... you' ve got to be

kidding... have you been in there where it stinks.

Commissioner Stagner — wait... wait I' m not gonna let this get out

of hand.

Judge Hawkins— it' s out of hand.

City Manager Aguilera — and let me set the record straight before

the newspapers only tell one side of the story.  And the record is

that the City put mold testing kits in the building, and outside the
building, and some of the kits in the building had mold, but kits
outside of the building had more mold, and the evidence was that
the mold exists in the environment at a higher level than they do
inside the office environment,   so while there was mold

inside... there is more mold outside the building.

Judge Hawkins—well what happens when they open the door.

City Manager Aguilera — the mold goes into the building, but the
point though is that people inside the building are not exposed to
any more molds that they are exposed outside the building.

Ms. Sanders — however having said that they do realize there is a
population that is considered a type I... who is super sensitive to

it... it doesn' t matter the quality, or even the quantity of it if it is
there, and our situation is that they have constant moisture there,
and stated they are feeding it that is what they are doing.  And four

days after the last rain they were having drips still coming out of
their ceilings... four days after that rain and that was when it
became a very strong personality issue between Mr. Carter and me.

She stated... Commissioner I wish to explain to them that if you ask

about the community in the 17 plus years that I have worked
here... I don' t have personality issues that she knows of,  and
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anybody can come up and tell them... these issues come up with
two people in the City... that' s the City Manager and Norman
Carter, and simply because they approach her with a condensating
patronizing...

Commissioner Stagner   —    let' s don' t make this about

personalities... they are going to try and solve the problem.

Judge Hawkins— have you seen the mold...

Commissioner Stagner— I' ve looked at the DVD, and we' re gonna

do something to get it fixed... we' re not gonna let this turn into a
circus where everyone is calling names.   And stated they will
instruct the City Manager to address the issue and report back at
their next meeting.

Judge Hawkins— did they see the mold analysis report.

Commissioner Stagner — I saw the report and looked at every
picture and is aware, and I' m sure everyone else looked at those

pictures, and they need to get it fixed and they understand that, but
lets don' t be calling names... we will address it and a report from

the City Manager at the next meeting.

Commissioner Green stated obviously they have been trying to
remedy a problem on a patch work basis, and obviously that' s not
gonna work,  and would like to suggest as staff is doing some
research, and that they go out for bid and get some hard numbers,
and when they go in their first budget adjustment session that this
project be moved right on top, because they can' t allow the citizens
to be at risk on a health wise basis... that' s our first priority... is the

safety of the citizens of this community.

City Manager Aguilera stated putting money into that building is
really... is pouring money into a bad situation that isn' t going to get
better.  And if they really want to find a solution they need to find
another building, and stated that building, and the youth center is
built on top of a hot water springs, and the water table is very high,
and the shape of the building keeps that humidity in there... again it

is not causing a mold problem greater than what is in the ambient
air, but it is the building that is old and falling apart, and most of
that metal part of the building should be removed, and start from
scratch.

Commissioner Stagner stated if that building is in that bad of shape
why don' t they look for another building either a City building or
somewhere else they can rent and renovate, and get the court out of
there... let' s explore that.

Commissioner Renfro stated they have the fire department... I don' t

know what is it being utilized for.

City Manager Aguilera stated the fire department is empty for the
most part,  and it has similar issues and needs an entire

reconstruction.

Commissioner Stagner stated to instruct the City Manager to look
for alternatives for the Court and bring a report back in two weeks,
and make sure they are removing the mold.

City Manager Aguilera stated the mold will be removed on
Thursday.
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BATTERSHELL City Manager Aguilera stated they have discussed this in the past,
PROCEDURES:       and provided them with a copy of the Battershell procedure that

the used at the Planning Commission level, and this has a minorY g

revision having to do with how to identify or how to determine who
is a quote, unquote party.

He stated on the meeting of the
18th

they will be following the
Battershell procedure as required by State law for the Master Plan,
and the zoning aspect of the application, and not for the annexation
aspect of the application because that is a regular ordinance in a
regular public hearing... that does not require the Battershell

process.

City Manager Aguilera stated if there is are questions about this he
thinks now would be the time to discuss this before the meeting.

Commissioner Stagner asked if this was similar to what they used
at the Planning & Zoning.

City Manager Aguilera stated it is exactly the same.

Commissioner Green stated he had some calls from some of the hot

spring owners in downtown, and obviously they are more than 100'
from the boundary... they are concerned with the recharging of our
hot mineral springs which evidently comes from that area, so they
do have a financial interest in this project because it could affect

their business, and they wanted to know if they would be able to
pose questions to the applicant.

City Manager Aguilera stated the final decision of who is a party is
up to this Commission, and normally it is up to the Mayor... and the

Mayor maybe over ruled by the Commission as a body and say no
they think that person is a party, and so therefore they think that
person should be allowed to cross examine.  And stated the issue is

more difficult than just saying I own the hot springs and I' m going
to be affected by this well up in Cuchillo because there is no
evidence that says that... there is not a black and white piece of

paper that says as you draw down the well in Cuchillo the water

level in the hot springs is gonna go down, and therefore those

people are affected... there isn' t that nexus.

He stated the nexus is... the people that own the wells want to make

the nexus but they don' t have the data to do that... they can make
that connection as far as this body is concerned... this body can say
yes even though there is no hard evidence... they are going to allow
them to be a party and cross examine,  but he thinks the

Commission needs to be frugal on the one hand in dolling out this

party designation because then they have everybody in town asking
questions about everybody else... on the other hand they also want
to be as liberal in their interpretation of who is impacted as possible
because they may be impacted... the decision is going to be up to
the Commission, and the more people they designate as a party the
more complicated this whole process gets.  And stated this project

is 7 miles away from the downtown... there is no proof that water

basin is connected to this water basin especially since that water
basin is 700'  below ground,  and indicated there are several

layers... the upper layer is definitely connected to the wells up in
Cuchillo and that' s why that upper layer was screened off so that
water wasn' t being taken from there, and the proof was that when
they put monitors in the other Cuchillo wells those wells didn' t
fluctuate when water was drawn, so somebody in Cuchillo probably
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has a little more rationale in saying they may be affected even
though in black and white they showed they were not being
affected but they have a proximity to the area, but somebody 7
miles away... I wouldn' t think so, but that would be his opinion.

Both Commissioner Torres and Commissioner Stagner stated they
don' t have a problem with them speaking if they get a spokesman.

City Manager Aguilera stated the issue isn' t speaking... anybody
can speak, but it' s the cross examine part of it.

City Attorney Rubin stated they had a 4 '/ 2 hour meeting for the
Planning & Zoning board now it will come before the Commission,
and would recommend that each Commissioner read the minutes of
what happened at the Planning & Zoning board before the meeting
the 18`h, and by saying that I' m not trying to discourage the public
hearing or people giving their opinions, but if each of them read
those minutes before the meeting that might prevent repetitiveness.

He indicated they used this procedure and thought the meeting went
well and felt due process was afforded,  and stated every

observation they are making and everybody will be entitled to
speak,  and what they are talking about is the different classes
people will be involved in... are they going to fall in being a party, a
party member or an interested member of the public.  He stated the

only difference is people who are interested members of the public
don' t get the chance to cross examine,  and that is the only
difference and will still get the opportunity to speak.

City Attorney Rubin stated they will have to decide with each
person when they speak whether they are a party... what he

understands is going to happen there will be a sign in sheet at the
beginning of the meeting, and they will identify whether they will
be a proponent, opponent or just a member of the public.   Then

when the chair calls proponents to speak, and that person will come

up and identify what their interest is as to why they should be
classified as a proponent... then the Commission should make the

determination whether they feel that person is a party or not... it' s a

case by case basis.

MONETARY City Manager Aguilera stated they have a memo from the Mayor
MATCH— SVH:      and indicated she is also the head of the JPC.  And she stated the

hospital has received $ 100, 000 grant, however the strings tied to
that grant is that it must be either matched by 100%, or that grant

will turn into a loan for the hospital.

He indicated the request is that each of the entities gives the

hospital the amount equally distributed among the County, Village
of Williamsburg, and the City of Truth or Consequences, and that
the City' s share would be $ 47, 500, and stated that would be a gift
to the hospital, and that it cannot be a loan.

City Manager Aguilera stated he provided them with a copy of the
budget page which shows they have $ 91, 000 of unexpended funds

after the budget has been closed, and explained of that $ 91, 000 if

they took the $ 47,500 out of that, and that the second page shows

that there would be a balance of$ 39,750 and if they do the math it
doesn' t equal $ 47, 500 and the reason is that 12% has to go into

reserve.

Commissioner Stagner stated the State Board of Finance indicated

they were going to give them the $ 100, 000, but they needed to
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match the  $ 100, 000,  and their message to the JPC and the

Governing Board was pretty clear... if they can' t support the
hospital yourself they are not going to give you the money... they

have to pay the money back, and he does not think they have any
choice but to do this.

Commissioner Torres moved approval the  $ 47,500 monetary
match for SVH."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

RULES OF City Manager Aguilera stated at their last meeting the Commission
PROCEDURE voted to move the special meeting of the 18`

n
to the Civic Center,

FOR CC: and in reviewing the rules of procedure it allows them to change the
dates by having special meetings, but does not allow the change of
location unless they suspend the rules of procedure.

He stated these rules are a policy of the City, and explained it is not
a law, state law, or a City law... it is a policy enacted by the City by
resolution, and the recommendation is that they suspend the rules
of procedure in order to change the location of their special

meeting.

Commissioner Renfro moved to suspend the rules for their

meeting on the 18`
n "

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

CONTRACT      —   City Manager Aguilera stated they have discussed the issue of
CITY awarding the bid, and the last step was to award an actual contract,
INTERSTATE and the City Attorney prepared the contract that is before them.
BUILDERS:

City Attorney Rubin stated they used the standard form that is used
for other City contracts, and wanted to make sure they included the
language that protects the City, and includes the termination clause,
and the liability provision, and also the provision regarding the
payment performance bonds,  and also attached is the AIA

Agreement as an exhibit and also the bids.

Commissioner Torres moved approval the Contract for Services —

City of T or C & Interstate Builders."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.

Commissioner Green questioned and referred to page 12 under

Time of Performance, and indicated there was not a place for a
date.

City Attorney Rubin stated they could include a date underneath the
signature lines.

Commissioner Green stated on the first contract and referred to

exhibit " B" it indicates sub-contractor, and his question is... when

someone out of town brings in a sub- contractor do they apply for a
business license.  And that out of the $ 427,958. 82 over $ 140, 000

which is over 30% of this contract is going out of our City, with
51, 000 for plumbing and $ 89, 000 for electrical, and asked when

they are given State money to do a project and put it out for bid,
and asked if they work with the contractor to give them a list of all
our licensed support businesses so they will have an
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opportunity... and he is wondering... its $ 10, 000 plus GRT,  and

asked if they were given the opportunity to bid on this, or do they
have a mechanism or require and encourages contractors to contact.

He asked if our local businesses get involved in this sub-contracting
bidding process.

City Manager Aguilera replied " yes."  And indicated he knows of

one who bid as a sub- contractor and was not given the job, and
explained this is no requirement,  and does not know if it is

appropriate to suggest to the contractor who they hire and believes
that is their issue.

Commissioner Stagner stated he does not think they can dictate...
they can certainly encourage everybody...

Commissioner Green stated if they could prepare a list of who is
licensed in our County to perform the type of work, and make it
accessible to the award winning bidders to give our local businesses
to give them a shot to bid.

City Manager Aguilera stated that our local contractors do not like

to bid on City projects or State projects, and that they put projects
out to bid locally and cannot get anyone to bid.

Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION City Manager Aguilera stated the request is to publish a notice
08- 08/ 09:       indicating that the City is considering approval of the ICIP, and

explained this is the Infrastructure Capital Improvements Program
for the City for the next year.   And explained projects that are

hopeful to receive funding must be on the list before they can be
considered for funding by State and some Federal Agencies, and if
anyone has a particular project in mind he would suggest that
project get on this list, and let the City know, and encourages
anyone for their input.

Commissioner Green moved approval the publication for the
ICIP."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION   #   City Manager Aguilera stated the City received $ 200,000 in a grant
09- 08/ 09: from the State Legislature, and this is for a resolution to accept the

grant and signify who are the signatories for the grant,  and

recommendation is for approval of the resolution.

Commissioner Renfro asked if they had figures for the project
budget.

City Manager Aguilera stated no, and that it is a lump sum and not
broken up in any particular expense and that it will be spent for the
master plan for the new sewer plant.

Commissioner Green moved approval Resolution# 09- 08/ 09."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

LIQUOR City Manager Aguilera stated before they spend more time on this
LICENSE — GOLF issue with Mr. Tucker from the Golf Course.  He explained when
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COURSE:       Mr. Tucker took over as the golf-pro noticed some of the players

were bringing in their own beer, and stated that was not allowed,
and he stopped it.

He stated that Mr. Tucker had informed him that at his previous job
in Tucumcari they applied for s special license which allowed for
the sale of beer and wine on public property without having to meet
all the same requirements that a private property owner would have
to do. and that relates to the serving of beer and wine in conjunction
with food.

City Manager Aguilera stated there is a permitting process that is
required, and that part of the work has already been done, and
indicated the property actually touches school property, and stated
there is a distance requirement.

Commissioner Renfro asked who would be liable for this license,

and the City Manager stated the license would be in the City' s
name, and the operator would be Mr. Tucker.

Commissioner Torres stated he would never support it,  and

indicated there is a lot of liability, and could cost the City a lot of
money.

Commissioner Renfro stated the reason for wanting to get a license
is because they are carrying it out on the golf course... well they are

not gonna want and sit there... there gonna want to take the beer

with them as they go play... and then who is gonna be liable for

that... we' re gonna be the ones liable for... no I don' t...

Commissioner Green stated he has the same problems as

Commissioner Renfro... also he has a hard time seeing the City
become a competitor to existing businesses.   1

D iSLuSSivn QinCled w/ th

Discussion ended and no need to follow-up.  
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CARPET City Manager Aguilera recommended that they continue this to
SELECTION      -   their next meeting.

CIVIC CENTER:

OLD BUSINESS:     None.

REPORTS:      CITY MANAGER-

City Manager Aguilera reported they received budget approval
from the State.

He indicated that the Chamber of Commerce has begun work on

the building that they will occupy next to our human resource
building.

City Manager Aguilera stated the sign at Wal-Mart... and passed

out some pictures for them to look at, and since the Mayor is not
here they do not have to make a decision at this point, and to
familiarize themselves as to what they are talking about...

Commissioner Torres stated he does not think the Mayor has to be
here... does she?

Commissioner Renfro- I don' t think so.

City Manager Aguilera - she doesn' t have to be but it' s just a
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courtesy.

Commissioner Torres— to who... I think...

City Manager Aguilera stated there are two different

colors... background colors... blue and dark red, and there are 3

different pictures that could be used, or not on the left hand side of

the sign.  He indicated the location is probably going to be at the
Chevron Station, and he will contact the owner to see if they can
obtain an easement, or it would be across the street where the

Comfort Inn is... possibly obtaining an easement from them, and
the other possibility would be to put it on State property, and stated
the State takes forever to make decisions,  and they also have
numerous regulations.

He stated this will be brought back to them at their next meeting for
any other comments and they can discuss them at that time.

Commissioner Torres suggested they have the Arts Council look at
these and give them advice.

Commissioner Stagner asked if there is going to be money in the
budget for this sign to be lit, and explained that 4- 5 months out of

the year it is dark at 5: 00 P. M.,  so the sign doesn' t do the

downtown any good.

City Manager Aguilera stated the bid he has for the sign is without
lighting, and if they add lighting it would be exterior lighting, and
could be added after the fact.

Commissioner Green stated he would suggest they get a bid for
lighting as they are going into the dark months, and have a sign that
the City has spent good honest money for... that is not going to
serve the community at all for 4 months at a certain period of time
everyday.

City Manager Aguilera stated that intersection is going to be
very... already is highly lit, and does not know what the end result
is... if this sign will be casting a shadow on itself, or if it will
actually be lit by that intersection lighting.  He indicated he would

rather put it up and then make allowances for lighting if necessary
add it at a later date.

CITY ATTORNEY—No report.

COMMISSIONERS—

Commissioner Green congratulated Gina Kelly and the Sierra
County Tourism Board for tying for

3rd

place in their Cooperative

Marketing Fund Application to the State, and stated they tied with
Clovis out of 142 applicant' s, and the Sierra County Arts Council
was ranked  #

2nd

in their Cultural Affairs Award out of 36

applicant' s, and stated they are in the top 3 in Tourism and in Arts,
and congratulated all the boards and people who worked hard to

make our community a wonderful place to live.

Commissioner Torres— No report.

Commissioner Renfro— No report.

Commissioner Stagner— No report.
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EXECECUTIVE      " Commissioner Green moved that the meeting be closed for City
SESSION:       Executive Session— Pending or Threatened Litigation 10- 15- 1H( 7)

Sierra Electric Coop, Purchase, Acquisition or Disposal of Real
Property or Water Rights 10- 15- 1H( 8) — Consider Lease with Sure

Way, Inc."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
All 4 responded Yes to a Roll Call Vote.

Motion carried unanimously.

OPEN MEETING:    " Mayor Pro- tem Stagner stated that the Commission was now in

Open Session."

CERTIFICATION    " Commissioner Renfro certified that only matters pertaining to
Pending or Threatened Litigation 10- 15- 1 H(7),   Purchase,

Acquisition or Disposal of Real Property or Water Rights 10- 15-
1 H( 8), were discussed in Executive Session, and no action was

taken."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

Commissioner Green moved they instruct staff to pursue

negotiations with Sierra Electric Coop, and with Sure Way."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

ADJOURNMENT:   There being no further business to come before the Commission the
meeting was adjourned.

APPROVAL:   P SSED AND APPROVED this 9 day of

Gc> COr red-k)n O h 2008 on motion duly made by
Co missioner seconded by
Commissioner nd`carried.

i

J A AYOR POR-TEM

ATTEST:

MARY PER, CITY CLERK
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